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Kevin Lee Many files find their way to the hard drive after downloading and installing Google Home Browser. The Chrome installation file isn't that big, but the files the browser creates can vary in size. This process of creating files continues behind the scenes when you browse the Web, download content,
and do other things. Find out how much storage space Chrome uses to manage your personal data by looking at the folder that contains this information. Google releases new versions of Chrome about every six weeks. As the company adds new features to the browser, the size of the installation files can
change. If you visit the Chrome download web page and press the Accept and Install button, a dialog opens that offers to save the file. It also shows the size of the file. As of the publication date, the version is 23.0.1271.64 m. If you have a slow connection to your phone and want to download the file
quickly, consider using a computer that has a faster broadband connection. You can then save it on an external drive and install it on your own computer. When you install Google Chrome, you create a user data folder that collects and manages your personal information. The bookmark file of this folder
grows as you visit websites and save bookmarks. While bookmarking records are small, file bookmarks can become great when you bookmark hundreds or thousands of sites. Chrome also uses more storage space if you decide to create additional user profiles. Each profile you create contains its own
set of files that contain personal profile settings. The Chrome user data folder also supports files that grow and shrink when searching the web. Websites, for example, often store tiny pieces of data called hard drive cookies. The user data catalog contains these cookies as well as a file containing a
browsing history. Your browsing history grows as you surf the web - until you clear the story by clicking on the Chrome menu, clicking the Story button and then clicking Pure Browsing Data. Find a directory of user data by opening Windows Explorer and go to the C folder: Users. Click the AppData folder
to show the local folder, and click the Local folder to show the Google folder. Click on this folder to display the Chrome folder, and click on this folder shows the user's data folder. This folder contains a separate subfoder for each Chrome profile. If you don't create an additional profile, the folder contains
one profile folder called Default. If you click on this folder and select Properties, you can see the size of the folder in the Property window that opens. You may have to enter Folder Start menu and click Enter if you can't find the AppData folder; The file can be hidden. After pressing the Enter button and
then pressing the View button you see a radio button called Show Hidden Files, Folders and Drive. Disk. that radio button to choose it if you want the hidden files to be visible. This allows you to find a Chrome user data folder. Photo Deepanker Verma (Pexels)Google Chrome security flaw was under
active attack last week; Although Google's latest Chrome update (hopefully) has automatically fixed the problem in your browser, it's important that you re-check that you're working with the latest version (72.0.3626.121). But don't take our word for it. When it's Chrome lead security and desktop
engineering offering you an update now - like right at this minute - you should take a few seconds to check out the browser version. To run the built-in Chrome update tool, simply open the browser and select About Google Chrome, which you'll find in the Help section as part of your main drop-off menu.
Your browser should be automatically updated for you if there is more to the recent version to download. For more from Lifehacker, be sure to follow us on Instagram @lifehackerdotcom. Looking for ways to decorate that boring old Google Chrome browser? Adding a stunning theme is one of the best
things you can do to enhance your overall viewing experience. Searching Google Chrome for an extensive library for themes to match your unique personality can be tedious, however. Fortunately, the perfect theme can be right under your nose. Our list includes themes in a variety of styles and colors.
From minimalist designs to colorful patterns, we've covered you. The best minimalist Chrome theme has a great look in itself. It's simple, simple and easy on the eyes. If you like this look, but might want to change it a bit - though not too much - these themes are for you. They take that classic Chrome
aesthetic and make some subtle changes. Material Dark Modern Flat Oceanic Black Carbon and Silver Metal Top Dark Themes like the minimalist themes above, these themes re-skin your browser to make things darker, dimming lights and eliminating that gray-and-white color scheme common to Vanilla
Chrome. Just Black Morpheon Dark Slinky Elegant Special Mention - Dark Reader Dark Reader is technically an extension instead of a theme, but it does what the theme does plus much more. The download includes a menu where you can customize dark settings to match your viewing environment as
needed. And this applies not only to the Chrome window, but also to all Google sites, social networks such as Facebook, and more. It's basically a dark mode for all your viewing! The best colorful themes stepping out of the darkness and into the light, we scoured the Chrome Web Store for the most
colorful themes for those who want their browser to look a little less dour. These themes keep things simple, but give a little color to your Chrome. Blue/Green Cubes Flying Paint Sweets Colors Best Landscape Theme Best Landscape Landscape Landscape Borrow an excellent photo and skin your
browser based on colors and the overall feel of the original picture. These themes do more than just change the color scheme, however - they will turn your browser into a window into the outside world. The Norwegian city fjord and bridge in the mist of the Greek beach of Skye Scotland are the best cute
animal themes Sometimes you just need to look at the cute animal. Full stop. Fortunately, these themes introduce cat and dog photos into your everyday experience, so you can enjoy them anytime you open a new tab. Puppy Love Kittens Best Space Theme Who Says Dark Mode Should Be The Same
Color? If you want a darker theme for your Chrome browser, but you still like an interesting photo or pop of color, these theme spaces might work for you. Galaxy Aero 1440p Space Unknown Cosmos Lone Tree Best Urban Landscapes Maybe you're not really interested in the world and the serenity of the
scenery and would prefer to have a bustling urban landscape scene adorn your browser. We can't blame you: colors are often interesting and it's also a great way to enjoy travel photography. Seattle Night While many of the themes offered in the Chrome Web Store are free to use, this particular (Seattle
Night) costs 99 cents. Marina Bay Singapore City Lights Editors Recommendation Chrome 69, which celebrates the 10th anniversary of the browser, is a huge release. The slick new theme is the most noticeable change, but there are more new features. For example, you can now personalize the
Chrome New Tab page with background images and custom labels. The new Material Design Theme you will know that you are using the new Chrome because you will see a new theme after its update. Things mostly work the same way, although there is a new profile icon next to the bar menu. You can
click on it to see the information about the Google account you're joining Chrome with, view stored passwords, and manage payment methods and autocomplete addresses. On Windows 10, you can make the gray Chrome tab bar more colorful by allowing colored name bars if you like. If you don't like the
new theme at all, there's a hidden flag that will re-incorporate the old Chrome design. Google will probably remove this option after all, but it will allow you to continue using that familiar design for a while longer. RELATED: Make Chrome look normal again with this hidden option of colorful backgrounds for
the new page tab The new tab page now allows you to choose any background image you like without installing a browser extension in the first place. To set a custom background, click the gear icon in the bottom right corner of the new tab page. Choose Chrome Backgrounds to choose one of the
backgrounds or click the Download image to put any background image you like there. Custom shortcuts on the new Page Chrome Tab New Tab page previously had the most visited section below the search box, showing you you the web pages you've visited most often. Now it's gone. Instead, the New
Tab page lets you choose which shortcuts are displayed below the search box. You can click Add a shortcut to add shortcuts to your favorite websites. You can also rename or remove any of the existing labels. Simply hover over any of them and press the menu button that appears in the top right corner
of the icon to access the options. This feature can use a little more work, for example, we would like to drag and discard these shortcut icons to change them, but setting up well. The password generator and Autofill Chrome Improvement has been a password manager for a long time, but it just got a lot
better. Chrome can now automatically generate and save random passwords for you. Simply click the right button on the password box and select Generate Password. This feature was previously available but hidden. We recommend password managers for everyone, but most people are probably not
going to install a password manager like LastPass. Chrome has the best shot at attracting password managers to the masses, making it easier for everyone to use strong, unique passwords all over the world. Google has also improved the automatic Chrome filling feature. The browser should be better
when filling out passwords along with credit card numbers and addresses. RELATED: Chrome 69 generates strong passwords for new Online Accounts Omnibox Powers Before Chrome Address Bar, which Google calls Omnibox, has just gotten more powerful. Many search responses now instantly
appear in Omnibox as you start typing, just as they do when searching on a Google website. For example, you can enter the weather in Omnibox to see the weather right there in the box. Other types of responses Google knows should appear here too, including translations of foreign words, details of
sporting events, and information about celebrities. Google promises Omnibox will be looking for Google Drive files soon, too. Omnibox also now makes it easy to switch between tabs. For example, if you have Gmail open and enter Gmail into Omnibox, Google will suggest you switch to an open Gmail tab
rather than open a new one. This is a great feature for those who like keyboard navigation or just too many tabs open. Easy access to search in Mobile Chrome apps for Android, iPhone and iPad has also just received an update with a new theme and layout. The navigation bar now appears at the bottom
of the screen, making it easier to use with one hand even when the phones are getting bigger and taller. There's also a new search button to directly smear in the middle of this lower navigation bar, making it easier to start a new search, especially with one hand. Safe Gone Is a minor change, you may
not notice, but Chrome just dropped the green lock icon and Secure Indicator from HTTPS HTTPS You'll still see a gray lock icon in Omnibox on secure websites, but that's it. This follows another change made recently: Chrome notes all standard HTTP websites as Not Safe. Websites are protected by
default if Google Chrome doesn't tell you otherwise. In the future, Google is even going to get rid of this little grey lock icon. RELATED: Chrome 69 no longer says that websites are safe (even if they are) the Easter Egg in the dinosaur game Easter Egg Chrome gets a temporary visual update, too. It's an
Easter egg and it appears when you don't have an internet connection. On the No Internet page, which shows a dinosaur icon, click Spacebar (or click on your mobile phone) to start the game. You play a dinosaur running through the desert and you have to jump over the cacti. It's not going to win any
awards, but it's something to do while you wait for the internet to come back up. In September 2018, this game now has a dinosaur birthday cake, which gives it a party hat. There are also balloons in the background. It's like an Easter egg inside an Easter egg. Bonus: Chrome has had a built-in Adblocker
since February while Chrome 69 offers significant visual changes, Google updates Chrome every six weeks with new features, security updates and bug fixes. Previous versions of Chrome have had some big changes, too. The most important thing you should be aware of is the built-in Chrome
adblocker. Chrome now automatically blocks ads on websites that use nasty ads, such as automatic audio video playback and huge banners that block your screen. It gives you the best viewing experience if you use Chrome, and it provides websites with strong encouragement to show the best ads to
everyone. It's automatically turned on and you don't have to do anything or even think about it. This change came back on February 15, 2018, but it's easy to miss. It just silently makes the Internet better. Better.
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